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INTRODUCTION

lv The modern world we live in is, above everything, else, a world of
rapid -change. / Most developing .countries are passing through a dynamic
process- ofchange which affects in a varie.ty of ways both rural and urban

■ sectors alike0 . - " .' -. ■ ■ ■•,■■■. ■ ■ .

2. .Social scientists interested .in social change have-.typically emphasized
one of two major points of view. The first of-these conceives of change as
the consequence of forces external to\the social system- under -investigation

. U-e.'j studies, of diffusion, culture ..contact, .acculturation,"and social
accommodation). The second,viewpoint..stresses .social change as the conse
quence of forces immanent in. the.particular social system/ It claims that
any socio-cultural.system changes by virtue of its own1properties, even if
■external conditions are constant.., Change .is.,.thus imminent in any s.ocio-
cultural system .and inalienable from.it; the system.bears in itself the

• seeds of its change (i.e., studies .of innovation, .ideological climates,
; and social .cleavages)., ... . -. .: ., " ■-. ... - . :.. ■ .. . .-.- ...

-■?.■-: As new internal or external situation- arising-from the forces; of
change confront.the social system,,.the system- itself. is challenged to change
xt;f stacture,. or its way of functioning in-order to. cope-more effectively
'with-the changed state of affairs. These changes, may come about in a'-number
01. ways: the social system may mobilize its resources to improve and correct
its own operation or structure, the .normal, process:of,development' may result
■in the spontaneous evolution of., change from within the /system, the social
■system may escape its..problem :by moving to,a-n.ew situation where its present

■ methods and structures are better-adapted to the environment, or changes in
the external environment may .actually ..serve to solve the social system's
problems instead of creating new' ones* ... ■

All these...types, of change..can ,be classified as either spontaneous,
developmental ■c1^ges-wiH;hxfrthe syste^or-fortuitous,' unplanned changes '-
from outside the1- -ays-tern; -r .- ~ ' - -^ s

^ -T^e ^^ developing countries exhibits'a-high
■degree of ■ stability," constancy," or rigidity in .man/.aspects of ■ their opera
;tion -and■■organization,: This. stability-is-,rery.-dangerous ilot onlyfdr'lhe
■syB-cem^n question, but fo.r its neighbouring systems. , In other wards,- the
natural dynamic process of;change do not occur fast enough to keep pace. ■
with the very rapidly, changing conditions .of our world today- ' Since the
so-cial system is. often .unable ..to .alter these ..stabilized,- but ■ in
»rns of structure and function itself, outside help\Sneeded
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5. Planned change originates in ;a-:!Ae#ision to make a deliberate effort
to. improve the system and to obtain the help of an outside agent "cjiange
agents m -making.this. Improvementv -.The decision' to make a change may be

■. made;-by the .system its'elf after experiencing; malfunctioning or discovering
■■theypossibilxty.of..improvement," or by an outside change agent : who observes
the need for change and1takes the initiative in establishing a helping
relationship With,that system. " ■

■..■■6;D .5Soe.ial-.and':ciiltUral-change in rural communities in the UAR cannot be
adequately explained without -reference■ to both■ external and Imminent -.forces
.of change, and also rural .development in the ,UAR cannot /be.- conceived; without
reference .to the ^concept ^of:planned 'change« " .' . ' ' ,;.', ';.,; „ .:;. ]■,',',

,7. -Although the concept of "rurality" is a subject;.of -continuing- -discussion,
the.re does, seem" to be .general agreement among sociologists .on the'.main features

...and characteristics of. rural areas-in developed socities. In-contrast, in
most developing societies and particularly'within the geographical region of
Africa, the very concept of "rurality" is.somewhat artificial. Including
the UAR, peasantry, characterizes the countryside of.many African States,
Although it may vary from one country to another, buy the security which
.agriculture affords is basic to their way of living.' With them, farming
is not.a commercial.enterprise, but a way'of life, and all life is coloured
:by the. man-land relationship,, ■ ' ■ - ' ' ;

88 The majority of UAE population draws its livelihood from agriculture. '
..About .60 per cent of the Egyptians live in more than 4,000 village ■ communi
ties .wnich vary- considerably in si^ The countryside of the'UAR is under
going, a revolutionary change from peasantry to rurality. The Egyptian

.village, nowadays-, has' most of the facilities cons.id.ered basic for planned
change« , - . - ' ' '"

■' ■" The: integrated approach to rural development

- - - ' -MSElgl-MiJhgiMi^J-s.'t'J^y "o'f Social Affairs ."- ■ ' '

30 , Recognizing the importance of rural communities as■a-major sector in
the national structure', extensive measures for socio-economic development
were dedicated,, to 'these communities- .It'is a .fact. that. rural communities
.comprise.two-thirds of the country, !eo they are considered the grassroots
of any ambitious plan for national development. ' .. . '.....':

10. The Ministry-of Social Affairs1' drew certain, 'lines' of 'action to guide
rural development- programmes," the basic .I'eatur&s. of which .are as'follows:

Rural development should be adopted by various■community development
agencies as a comprehensive method of working with the people for socio-

economic growth and change. It should also be considered a process for
total, and cohesive development of local communities..
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■:,,.. Tiie.lo.cal community'.is a dynamic entity within ■ which various' factors
. are, .interacting, and; mutually affecting:.one another. Therefore', any single
approach to .the local community will be' ineffective and unsound. Unless
%e,lpoal community is helped by a multi-approach method which deals'with
■an a.speets;of.,life.- social, economic, health and cultural - social "
development will be disharmonious, and will suffer from'social lags insome
areas which will remain underdeveloped, while others are growing, •

The basic goal of.rural development as a method is to help the local
..poramuni.y.-.build^its-autonomous abilities spontaneously and independently,

ITZC ,t tt fint :eff0rt* °f its *i***** ^d witH its own means and
^ources, -.the total community Would be capable of meeting the basic
;.in the various- nelds ; ; ■' ; :-■

. ■ • .Rural development activities should be planned to meet, the. needs of "
i*e majority of-citizens,,and not concentrate on the■needs"of small groups
fc actwities should be realistic and applicable-and not fantastic^
nignly expensive:,1 \ . . .= ■". :"■■.■ ■' ■_ ■ .-. ■.,; ■ ■ , -■ "

?^ °f io'Plementa-tion and follow-up should be' distri-
T1 1SaderS iD"*^^ ^mittees conncilo, co-operatives

Bho13ijT-the b^ginninf' tie role of ^ community development ,,rorkers
should -be one of assistance. The degree of extended help may be great

SX^i^ f-0™^^ ^preas, ^en local p^entS^t
h p

are SX^ii^ f-0™^^ ^preas, ^en local p^ent
are fully uUiazed^to cope with the different needs and situations.

th*t C"iZ?ns Bt°ul? te trained t0 evaltoe their activities and to realize
tant IZrT °r,£allUTB ?6pendS Up°n their <"»'«'tionB. This is an S
I ^l \ VZ2°XPle "hiOh s±^Stbons th l' lftt
tant IZrT , ?
Ind d^Plol \ VZ2°XPle "hiOh s±^Stbons the people's sa
and develops a healthy attxxude for prosperity and progress.

fUni cu"^ai:values and prosperous' ways of life should
^pendent on his environment in q

er^e' ^ °h^ ?- ^his-betterment f
culture rather than replace it, before any

^ ±S ±0 ^ ^^ Othe^ise, " Se'rb-
mt f h bi

orchanS^^ ^T S ±0 ^ ^^ Othe^ise, Serb-
.0, change will involve the detachment of human beings from their social

me %teTa*iOn T*^ e0^l conflictsSbetw en th oS and
9*'* *" in with the evolutiolry
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; .<■■-:■ -The socio-economic activities^encouraged- by rural development should
^.inter-relat.ed-with' the overa;!!,.national plan. The. micro, activities of
;comm^nitydeveloj)ment-projects.'sn6uld'be an integral-part of the macro: plan

for1 nation'al development;."" Therefore, ■■= the study of the national plan1 is a
prerequisite.element in-setting the general framework-and trends of.rural

development^ processes.,-" ■ •■" ■■ ■ ' '• ■" ' ".-..'*" ......

ll^\£ocdr3ingW^^^
.devices for'rural development were1,created in the form:of various hation-
■wide-.programm-es,--1 Following, are the-major programmes of the Ministry of
Social Affairs, carried out directly or in co-operation.-with other ministries:

-The v'gural Socia'1 Gentre

12i The first experiment of the Ministry1of Social Affairs in rural'develop
ment was the establishment of Rural Social Centres in the rural areas,- Tne
centre's staff consisted of an agricultural social worker? a medical doctor,
a-hsalth and welfare visitor, a laboratory assistant'-and three midwives.

The officials of the centre worked with the.people of the village through

elected by the villagers themselves..

,13= These centres functioned through the assistance.and active participation

;of the villagers. As a prerequisite, the villagers were asked to get together
and contribute &l,500,--, two feddans, -and three houses -to enable' ttie social
welfare officers to begin their work pending the construction of the centre,

14o ,.In some villages -where no rural eocial centres were established due to ^
the lack of financial rosources for .construction, the villagers established

rural, reform associations to carry out community development programmes'. ■

These associations were private organizations aided by the Ministry through

subsidies and technical assistance-, - ■ -; . .....

15o In 1953S a comprehensive programme for rural development in healthy

cultural-,,-social and economic affairs was adopted-by the State. Since it.
■was-imperative to determine.-the--ideal1 siae of/the looality'to be ■serveiiy
the existing,programmesiof health,:social, economic and cultural development

were .reviewed, and subsequently two-decisions'were reached with regard"-"1 to

rural: .arsas.t ii" ■ ■■■■■;■■■ -,■■ ■. - ■■< ■ ■ ■ ■•■ ■ ■ ^

(a) .That the various-social services should bei combined aaid:-;oo-'

.';..■-. . ordinated to -form one-'unit:capable of integrating commuhity '

development activities and programmes 5 " 1'-;

(b) That the'selected areas3 served by each combined unit? should

include 1590OO inhabitants living in an average of three villages.
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This programme was dnaugura£ed.-iji.JL95,4» ^a^^aifacej:tben\3^7 ">^ts..-serving - ' ■

."/■■v-^-.,.-:. 1,800 villages, .(including approximately 3»7OO,OOO inhaH'fantli")'l"fte'r"e'"$siab-

;■., lished* .' ■ " . \' '.".■.." : " ' ; :^ "- "■ ■ ."; • ''■■■'■ v ■ ■- - ■;-. ...•.-.

i6. At the local level, the combined unit assumes;.two concerted functionst

(.a) Co-ordination and implementation of public welfare programmes

... ',. sponsored by the Ministries' of Social-. Affairs, Heal,th? Education,

.■ ... . ., ■ Agriculture,''and-Rural'1 Refofma > The combined, unit, is considered

. ' the local channel for all these programmes; ; ■

... . (b) Working with the people in their local private organizations ;

'.'., (cq.-operatives, rural clubs, rural1 reform associations*, and ;

■■.,..„. . . village projects' committees)? . . .- -.-.-...

- to co-driiinate government efforts;. .

,,■■ . ■ V. V- ,-fcp 'malritain;concerted people-government action in community ■ " ■

■ . . .development; ■' ■ . -.■■■•■■ : -.

- to help people acquire the-appropriate basic knowledge, skills,

. ■ , .._ and .attitudes for community development;

\~ to assert community self-help* ■■ ■ ■ . .;_,

The Rural Social Units ' ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . ■. _■

,17«-;-. In its .attempts to, extend rural development services to all rural areas,

.::, ■;■., within "fitis ..shortest' pbssi'ble1 time for the benefit of the people., and,owing

'/fcq ,t)ie ifapt that tne^cobibined units, programme was planned on,,a long-range

basis rtp coyer tiie' overall'set-up of rural communities,: the Ministry of Social

.:. ......Affairs real^iz^. th:e: necessity- of initiating certain, conjunctive^'Community

■, -..deyei^PP^Iitl'.agerLcies on'village"level,-kriown as: the '^Rural SQfivijaJ'Xtnits", ■
to meet tne'urgent and pressing needs of rural people.;and-. to serve;tnose

rural areas that were not covered by the .combined units. ■ ■-.:. ■.--,.,- ..,.'. ■

18., In;aBBumlng its functions in rural development, the rural .social unit

plays .a

First, it provides the basic social welfare services designed by the

Ministry of Social Affairs; ■ ' -.-.■.. ■. -' ■ ... -. ■■ .-■ ;..l

The second role manifests itself in a number of comimnit^develppment

operations#! , ■ ■ -■;■■ ■>:■■
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The ■people's comnlitfeesrfor ■'social development- ^ -. . . . ,. , ..

19. After careful evaluation of previous"efforts "in rural social development,
the Ministry of Social Affairs discovered certain weaknesses that curtailed

-the s^eady^nd balanced; progress ofxspcial development .projects and programmes,

Among these weaknesses were: " ■ J . .,

-- :; '-.shortage in the'number of s;eryice>units at the village level, to
•'• ■'■ ■ ■ the effect that. a. large ..number', of villages were\ served by only one

unit. This meant-that the services extended were liable to reach

only those villagers who lived in close vicinity to the unit;

-'"■■ - the tremendous expense involved in .the : construction of "to service
units' buildings led to a deliberate-reduction in the; number of
units originally planned for establishment., Consequently, many

villages were deprived ,of the.benefits of service units;

•*'"-■' ■ - the inter-relationship.-.between.the social,' economic and health
aspects of services at the village level.made■it difficult to
treat only one aspect without reference to the others, unless

'"'■ " co-ordination -among ,tiie respective ministries was efiected;

- the social development projects'and programmes implemented by

the units were in many cases superimposed, and still -in others
were introduced without reference to the tangible needs of the
people and their active and sincere participation. This, tendency
widened the gap between the people and the- serv:i.ce,;agencies* .- ■_

20. " in View of the apparent weaknesses, the Ministry, of Social Affairs
•■■ decided tofdrmulat-e a new philosophy for rural development and _th:e imple
mentation 6f-its- programmes. It became, evident that the- role of local
people-iii ^the/processes- of rural community development should be :more

■■■ emphasized, land- that more weight -be. given-to local initiative and self-help
Efforts, these'being the underlying, forces, of social and economic .growth

and change in-local' communities., .-. . . . ; ' . .

' 21i For.purposes;:of. cohesion,, integration, .co-ordination and, social _
mobilization, a pilot project in rural development was initiated by the
Ministry late in 1966. This pioneer work took shape m the "PfPl*1? C
mittefeS for Social Development" (PCSD); ;and these,were established in

villages in 21 governoratese ;■-. :■ :'• . .:.-._ > ,■.- .... ,

. 22. The' main'-purpoae:!of-.the PCSD is. to plan and integrate-all^ocal efforts
to effectively meet the basic needs of the village people, ^warde this
end, the committee carefully plans and undertakes the mobilization and
appropriate allocation of all available local resources. In this way the
PCSD acts as a safeguard against waste, duplication, and disintegration
of the efforts made by governmental and non-governmental agencies engaged

in rural development at the local level*
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■ 23- . Membership in the committee is open to all citizens who are willing '
to.participate with others in the efforts exerted"to achieve a better com- . ■
munity capable of social and economic progress and growth. Considered as
the people's organization, the PCSD is administered by a board elected from "
among, its members,, and plans' its own activities on the basis of. self-help •
and local initiative, supplemented .whenever necessary by technipal and
financial aid from the Ministry. Hences community development programmes <■
under this project are no. longer superimposed, .neither are they implemented
witnout due consideration to\the people's needs or their active participation'

: in the processes of planning, execution and administration,

24- Owing to the nature-of the PCSD project, it was felt'advisable at the '■■"
present experimental stage, to draw some general guidelines to serve as a ' : '
frame of reference for the. committees' essential functions. The general
outline refers to the following activities:. . , . , • :

-to survey the social, economic, health and educational conditions
of the village in order to determine the local needs, establish
priorities, and formulate programmes for meeting them; ,

- to pool the people's, efforts to implement these programmes in '
order to provide the services required for the village people;

- to utilize,the local raw materials in domestic industries, and
supervise and expand the productive family scheme in order to

raise the .family's economic standard of living;

- to form literacy classes for teaching villagers who,have passed
the age of regular education? . ; " '■■■.-

- to encourage and direct the savings of the poeple tc local
productive projects; .. ■

- to plan and organize group projects such as raising of funds, ■
filling of ponds, paving and lighting village.roads, planting .
of trees, improving homes, etc0

25. It is a matter of consensus that local initiative should be widely
and strongly encouraged. Indeed, rural development activities should stem ''.
irom the people according to -their needs, and should be substantiated by
the people's active and sincere participation with the help of change agents„




